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Fun For the Family

Here it is. My friend, PEZ. My long lost friend. How long has it been hidden away?
Three years? More?
In dusty drawer, under some old love letters. It's rather ironic though, even while being hidden away in a dusty drawer, somehow it had the chance to visit China, Hungary, Yugoslavia.
PEZ is my vitamins, my drug. Every few moments I need my fix.
When I eat them, I get cavities. How must I pay for all these dentist bills? Maybe I can give them PEZ instead of money, then my dentist will get cavities.
PEZ likes to live in plastic machines:
astronauts in a rocket ship,
12 bullets in a gun,
a clam in a shell,
underwear in a drawer,
sardines in a jar,
feet in shoes,
pirates on a ship,
squirrels in a tree.
Why does PEZ only come in three colors? Grape, lemon, orange?
Oh well, I guess PEZ is simple and predictable in many ways, but completely mysterious in others.

Goodbye
PEZ

By: Curt Clendenin

"If winter comes can spring be far behind?"

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Morning Kiss

eyes closed
not asleep
but still dreaming
morning kiss

truly splendid
soft touch
eyes closed
morning kiss

wet lips
full tongue
still dreaming
morning kiss

very real
kisses well
not asleep
morning kiss

getting sloppy
 kinda strange
wide awake
morning kiss

eyes opened
now I see
stupid dog
morning kiss

By: Mike Pampinella